PIANO AND EGGS: A CONCERT SERIES TO PROVIDE A MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT FOR YOUR BREAKFAST

The School of Media Arts at Wintec is proud to present “PIANO & EGGS” - a new series of breakfast concerts to be held every Monday in August. The concerts will happen from 7-8am starting from the 1st of August in the Creative Waikato space on Alexandra Street in Hamilton.

Concerts are typically reserved for evenings towards the end of the week providing a closing reward to the pressures of working life. Wouldn’t it be great if there was a way to kick off your week with an early reward and enjoy your morning coffee accompanied by the sounds provided by some of Hamilton’s top talents. The School of Media Arts, Music Department at Wintec has worked to curate a 5 concert series for each Monday morning in August, featuring a range of musical performers and styles. Ranging from the atmospheric and energising electronica of composers Jeremy Mayall and Kent Macpherson, to the classical piano of Liam Wooding, to the musical theatre-meets-opera variety provided by David Sidwell with singers Julia Booth and Emma Carpenter - there is something for everyone over the course of the month.

The Creative Waikato space provides a great location in the central city so that those people who are heading into work can come in a little earlier, attend a concert, while at the same time have a breakfast treat at the marvellous Mr Milton’s Canteen. The adjoining doors between Milton’s and Creative Waikato will be wide open to lead the sweet morning melodies set you up for a great day whilst you re-energise with a coffee and some eggs.

Concert details are as follows:

1st August: Jeremy Mayall and Kent Macpherson present a unique blend of minimal piano and electronic sounds, to create some textured, sonic explorations of early morning sounds. This combinations makes it a perfect calm listen to relax into your day, whilst at the same time creating something with a danceable quality that can energise you.

8th August: A multi-media event. Kick off this week as a part of the annual SPARK International Festival of Music, Media, Arts and Design. This concert combines the work of musicians Jeremy Mayall, Kent Macpherson, and Yotam Levy, with the live visual art projection work of Paul Bradley. These performers will work together to create a truly otherworldly early morning experience.

15th August: Liam Wooding

22nd August: David Sidwell, pianist and Emma Carpenter, vocalist will present a selection of musical theatre classics, original material and light opera.

29th August: David Sidwell, pianist and Julia Booth, vocalist vocalist will present a selection of musical theatre classics, original material and light opera.

Jeremy Mayall and David Sidwell are available for interviews as required. Contact Jeremy Mayall to arrange any interviews.
Find out more about the performers by visiting their websites:
http://jeremymayall.com
http://www.kentmacpherson.com/
http://www.juliabooth.co.nz/
http://www.wintec.ac.nz/mediaarts/Pages/index.aspx
http://www.spark.net.nz/
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